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with FIXED PRINCIPLES, KNOWLEDGE, and SKILL, to

enable its conductor to WARRANT SUCCESS.

As well as citizens who are tired of medicine and desire Water

Cure treatment, will do well to be on their guard against pre-

tenders in Water Cure, and consult Dr. BOURNE, whose long

practice and experience entitles him to their confidence.

FRIENDS OF WATER CURE.

"FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS."

During many years past I have known my improved mode of

of Water Cure treatment to be the most speedy, pleasant, safe and

by far the best employed in curing human ailments, and superior

in rapidity, certainty and comfort to that pursued by European

and Eastern Water Cures
; and although frequently told that

such was the case, yet the parties were not possessed of sufficient

acquaintance with the minutia of Eastern practice to warrant the

use of their testimonials ; but at length a gentleman of education,

intelligence and habits of close and critical observation, has had

the opportunity to form an opionion of my system and mode of

treatment in contrast with the Eastern, in the two principal

cures. This is a copy of his note :

To Dr. Bouene—Dear Sm :—Having spent now about two

months in the " Pioneer Water Cure," allow me on leaving you

to address a few lines of thanks to Mrs. Andrews and yourself,

for your kindness, and of congratulation for the success which

attends your efforts in the treatment of the sick.

I have been a resident for many months of two of the principal

Water Cures in New York, (Dr. Trail's, in the city, and Dr.

Jackson's in the western part of the State,) and had large oppor-

tunities of observing their treatment and its success. I feel,

however, convinced that your Cure differs materially from theirs,

not only in its mode and energy, but in the very speedy as well


